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It's a New Day!

The Lonely Vampire by Ann Greyson

For decades now she has been living in a dark and dreary castle. Her only comfort being the memories 
of the family she once had, all killed centuries ago in Transylvania. She dares not start a new colony for 
fear of discovery.

Ileana escaped from old Transylvania at the time of the vampire witch hunt and has never left England 
ever since. She knows not whether there are others like her. She doesn’t care about making friends and 
is careful to come and go without being noticed. It is the only way to survive among humans. She is The 
Lonely Vampire.

Her quiet existence is threatened by Lorraine Krag, a nosy housewife who moves into her quiet 
neighborhood with her husband. Lorraine is tipped off by the noises of dying animals that seem to occur 
everyday at the same time. Lorraine can’t suffer a secretive person, so naturally she blames the noises 
on Ileana, her reclusive neighbour who lives in a castle.

Lorraine is inching closer and closer to the truth with her investigations and time is running out for 
Ileana. She has met a worthy candidate for the vampire life, but turning them is a huge risk. Will she 
manage to court a new companion and make a getaway before Lorraine closes in on her?

The Lonely Vampire is a chilling thriller with a horror undercurrent. I was so invested in the characters 
that I didn’t care who won between Lorraine and Ileana. The author, Ann Greyson, created a worthy 
nemesis for Ileana. I couldn’t decide who I was rooting for.

There are many vampire novels now, but this one is different. This is the closest I have gotten to finding 
a sequel to Bram Stoker’s Dracula. I recommend this to thriller lovers, mystery lovers and to anyone 
who is partial to a vampire story that pays homage to the original vampire, Dracula.

Grab a copy on Amazon.
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